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this is the heritage of most Earth humans, no more and no less.
TODAY’S WATCH
Hatonn present in the total source of
ALL, in presence with Source that our
journey home might be in prefection.
Let us tarry a moment in communion
for your burden is heavy and some of
it I can bear--most of it must be borne
alone, chela.
Each thing that must be set aside while
urgent messages are translated are
painful for the queries and responses
are ones of “neglect”. These ones forget that there are six billion plus people on this planet and the messages are
for ALL--if ones ONLY perceive
themselves as important enough to disallow those six billion individuals to
their life-saving instructions in
order to prove something or another to
self-then I suggest “self” is not looking within for
but is, instead,
searching for that which there is no
“self intention” of finding. I request
that you print the letter from BLT,
Pittsburgh, that we might use it for
discussion. I hold this child in great
compassion and caring love. I do suggest that she get busy and read all of
the material and do her own homework. I would ask if you would expect Foreign Minister Bessmertnykh to
sit and pen you a personal letter regarding their status to suit your satisfaction.
I am a Commander in the Federation
Fleet.
I am in Command of Shan
(Earth) transition.
I function as a
multidimensional being (restricted to
not higher than fourth) to better relate
to you of density two, third dimension
manifestation. I am Aton of Highest
Source, the One Light as described
through the ancient lineage of Deity. I
serve with this group from Pleiades for

Earth has reached the time of transition--the age of Kali (chaos) just
prior to the ending of an era of the
major cycle (ending times) of perception and graduation. Your peoples
have gained knowledge which can and
shall destroy your planet if not put into
check--you show no probability of sodoing. You have learned to reduce
soul essence to death and that is unacceptable. You have been sent as caretakers to a wondrous creation upon
which to experience and you have destroyed her--THAT, also, will not be
tolerated. As of August 17, 1987 your
ancient
calendars
ENDED--THAT
MEANS SOMETHING, WORLD! It
now means that you are at (on the
13th/14th of this month of February,
1991, the ending point of the year 4
(exactly 3 and l/2 years into the cycle
of ending). How will it end? You be
the judge--where are you headed?
I, Hatonn, serve as a Commander in
house with Sananda (who was recognixed as A Christed being upon your
placement). He was a messenger--A
TEACHER! He has attained his level
of progression into the oneness with
God Perfection and he went forth as a
Host to prepare a placement for each
and all of you who would come home
to Source. He perfected His portionhowever, YOU were to prepare a place
for his return in that which you call
“second coming”--YOU HAVE NOT
DONE YOUR PORTION!
Instead,
you have projected through the lies of
the false teachers that you would not
need do anything save sit and wait and
somehow just to believe HE existed
that you would be scooped into the
clouds and escape all confrontation
with the truth of your actions--BAD
NEWS!--IT WON’T BE THUSLY
h ‘,

i

I, Hatonn, come as Commander of
those Hosts to prepare receivers for
that “Coming” for it is so that the
Kingdom of God, Creation of/by God
shall be reclaimed. I Command from a
starship of massive size, alongside
Sananda (Jesus/Buddha/The
Cristos)
for he is both MY son and myself. He
is not yet upon your Earth in any form
of manifestation as you would recognize and you have not prepared his
placement. The name of the starship
Command is the Phoenix for it is the
symbol of the rebirth and the renewal
of the tribes of winged beings--the
Cosmic races who travel through
space. My LOGO, if you will, is the
symbol of the Phoenix within a triangle--representing the triune of existence and infinity thereof.
I am labeled Commander of the United
Federation Fleet/Inter-Galactic Federation Command in direct reporting to
the Federation Higher Council of Intra-Planetary Constellations.
I am
hampered by time, restricting how
much my scribe can produce in Earthly
time limitations.
When you demand
response from me-YOU DEMAND
THAT THIS SCRIBE GET NO REST
WHATSOEVER FOR WRITING IS
ONLY A PJTTANCE MEASURE OF
HER TASKS IN PREPARATION
FOR THE “RETURN”.
How do I know that you ,do not do
your homework? Because I respond to
each and every inquiry or if it be for
another entity, ‘t is accepted and given
response-Y0 r) DO NOT HEAR IT!
What you do, as in this instance, is
expect very Earthly response so what,
actually, do you expect? Dharma does
not claim anything save fatigue at a
task beyond description--YOU WANT
GOD TO BE YOUR OWN REFLEC-

TION AND YET YOU ONES CANNOT BEAR IT IF GOD TURNS OUT
TO BE THAT REFLECTION--YOU
ONES HAD BEST GO PONDER
THIS POINT!
I,
Commander, do not even pretend to cover
all resources-it is my job to bring
forth the “Truth” according to God’s
LAST AND FINAL PROMISE! YOU
WILL DO WITH IT THAT WHICH
YOU WILL.
As we print this letter from BLT, I
would ask that all be quite kind for this
is a youth, searching for something
called
from the garbage of that
which has been given unto her. She
has received lengthy information from
the staff herein, but demands response
from “Hatton”. This in itself, proves
she reads not all the material for my
name is Hatonn. I am a Commander
with a great task-not a nursemaid to
those who would quibble and harrass.
All inquiries will be attended but most
likely not from my scribe through this
mode of transmission. May we please
come into understanding of that which
is at hand.
Quote:

do

REPRESENT?
AH, YES INDEED,
EVEN UNTO THE REST OF THE
WORLD
THIS
IS WHAT YE
AMERICANS HAVE COME TO
REPRESENT!

END QUOTE
Precious, have you ones not been lied
to quite often and long enough? If you
can see through lies-why can you not
see Truth which is all about you in every breath that you take, every thing
that is thrust upon you to deceive you?
Please do not think for even a moment
that you have just obtained some sort
of private
to attend your every
whim. If you wish spiritual guidance
beyond all understanding--turn unto
God and your Master Teacher and listen!
I fly a spacecraft and direct
Operation Shan. Should I perhaps call
it “OPERATION SHAN-STORM? ”
It, further, is my commission that
Truth be put to print as historical data
through the hands of human to be utilized by humanit$ and then placed in
security as historical documentation of
a changing time in akashic recordkeeping so that
be balanced
against the lies already present upon
your placement in full bloom.
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a
a
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do
do

a
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Precious BLT, you have already said it
far better than I can reproduce your
words but I shall rephrase your comment. The decision as to myself and
my status is solely within your own
discernment for you have even invited
me to lie unto you, child, if necessary,
if only I will respond. WORLD! IS
THIS WHAT YOU HAVE ATTAINED?
DO YOU REALIZE
THAT THE WORLD IS SO FILLED
WITH LIES THAT YOUR CHILDREN MUST ASK “EVEN FOR
LIES” JUST TO BE HEARD?
SHAME
UPON
THE
HUMAN
SPECIES
HAVING
REACHED
SUCH A STATE OF DEGRADATION AS TO GIVE FEASTS OF
NAUGHT BUT LIES UNTO YOUR
BABES AND THEN SEND THEM
UNTO THEIR DEATH IN A FOREIGN AND DISTANT DESERT
WHILST YOU WAVE YELLOW
RIBBONS AND THEIR BLOOD
SOAKS THE DESERT SANDS? IS
THIS WHAT YE HAVE COME TO
li

BLT, be patient child, and
will
come into thine perception for ye actually desire a Commander and leadernot some pious mush-mouth to feed
you on sugar water and more lies. The
false teachers overflow the lands just
as were told unto you. I do not walk
your land nor does the Master Teacher
nor the Deity in physical formatTHAT is one of the very clues you
should be seeing herein. GO READ
YOUR HOMEWORK!!!
I, further,
can fragment my attention-but not to
the same given extent of Sananda, for
I am restricted in dimeninstance.
sional form so that I can better function as you must function so that understanding can be balanced-so be it.
Rest in peace for ye are precious unto
me and I thank you for your efforts
and attention for so few care enough to
even think about it and blindly accept
that which is fed them from the silver
spoons of evil liars-be it from the
streets or the pulpits of your churches.
AI-IO.
TODAY
Listen up because the confirmations
are now beginning to flood back upon
you as to that which I have been presenting. Dharma, please now, type the
letter of January 31, 1991, from Alan
F. Don’t concern with resource, for it
is valid and I care not that you look it
up for clarification for I have scanned
the material and it is accu&e to the
point in attention. It came not to me,
Hatonn, but rather, to GG of America
West. A “fax” has been forwarded to
this location for information for
Dharma who must wait confirmation
as it flows back along the flow-stream.
However, if things are confirmation to
her consciousness-they
must be
confirmation for ye who read the docAfter we
uments we send forth.
reprint the letter, we shall speak more
in-depth regarding Israeli participation
from onset of this war, even unto the
first bombing of Iraq, for it is now
publicly documented as far back as the
17th of January as to bombing missions into Iraq of the Israeli Air Force.
QUOTE: (Dharma, just the headline
portions please.)
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go
go.
END OF QUOTE FROM LETTER

8,

by Scott Thompson, journalist.

..

Thank you Alan, for your input and
documentation. We do not need the
document but I trust you will keep it
on record for reference for any desiring source.

a

Now, we are going to have a discussion regarding some other things I
have told you and I wish to reiterate
several points. Firstly, those of you
who labor under the delusion that
prime community centers are not targeted in Iraq, had best look again-the
toll in death is now into the tens and
tens of thousands-does this make you
proud, America? The truth and proof
is now hitting the isolated presses of
truthful reporting and the European
presses. Here is one:
,

15
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(they now claim over 46,ooO sorties by
.a today’s claim)
46

1988
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(Hatonn:
Does it rather remind you readers of
“Other

simply carry with you,
folding
bridges, flop them across the trenches
and move in without objection following air strikes with “smart weapons”-the same type smart weapon that blew
up your own tank .by your own
hands!!! Oops, well, the men’s families will just have to accept errors from
time to time and surely the men “are
with a kinder and gentler Father”.
Where are you, America?

(Is this what a REAL HOLY POPULACE DOES TO THE MOST HOLY
OF HOLY SITES OF GOD?)

How about Israel’s bombing of
Lebanon TODAY? Oh, well, you just
can’t keep up with everything, can
you? And what of the West Bank and
the Palestinians?
They are still restricted to their homes under penalty of
death--with constant patrols and less
than one gas-mask per ten persons.
No food and no water and loss of all
jobs. Where are you, America?

a

a
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Let us consider this headline as presented in a major news-press: ISRAELI PLANES ATTACK IRAQ,

16

*
17.

a
1981

a

a
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to
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END OF QUOTE.

(AND AGAIN
TODAY)

Now, I would like one of your own
scientific “experts” to explain to me
just how you can “bomb a chemical/biological factory in such a way as
to offer NO HAZARD TO THE PUBLIC”? That is what is pouring from
your own military leader’s mouth!
Also, I believe that if you are watching
the disinformation news you are now
witnessing EXACTLY that layout I described for you of burms, mine-fields,
trenches etc., between you and your
ground enemy.
Of course the diagrams are fairly accurate but there is
no mention of burning crude oil, fuelair bombs, napalm, etc., in those
trenches--you are told that you will

*
these
that death and expense are built into
the plan. Further, as soon as we finish
quoting from this article I ask that
Dharma copy the portions of the article
on pending plans in the works, by Israel, as was in the Bakersfield Califor&I two days ago.)

Now, please weep for history and evil
destruction
read on:

4

#2

THERE IS A HOLY WAR BREWING MORE HEINOUS THAN ANYTHING WITNESSED ON THE FACE
OF YOUR EARTH AND YOU
MARCH BLINDLY
INTO THE
FRAY WAVING YOUR BANNERS
AND TOUTING LONG LIVE BUSH,
EVEN TO NOMINATING
THIS
DICTATOR
FOR THE
NOBEL
PEACE PRIZE. WHERE ARE YOU.
AMERICA?

a
21,
18,
a
a

a

a
*
AND
END OF QUOTATION.
WHERE ARE YOU, AMERICA?

this
attack again on this date? Do you suppose the “allies” are covering-up
again?)

HAVE EARS TO H&R HAD BETTER LISTEN-UP AND YE WHO
CAN SEE MUST TURN INTO SEEING THAT WHICH IS--FOR THE
TIME OF THE CONFRONTATION
CALLED BY YE ONES AS ARMAGEDDON IS AT HAND, OH YE
I REFER
PEOPLE OF ISRAEL.
NOT TO PALESTINE WHERE YE
SEEM TO BELIEVE THE PEOPLE
OF ISRAEL ABIDE. NAY, NAY-NOT SO FOR YE LOOK WITHIN
THE WRONG PLACES FOR THE
ISRAELIS OF GOD.
Dharma, allow us to print another article from another press which I will
dictate unto you:
this one bears a
dateline of January 29, 199f, BAGHDAD:

-WAR PLAN
862
a

(little gray alien)

a
argued

out

a

a

. . . (Enough,
people can research the article if they
wish.)
Now just why do you think the U.S.
“targets (TODAY, 2/5/9 I)--TIKRIT?”
Let us quote another article from
prominent press source:

add

END QUOTE.
I REPEAT TO YOU WHO WILL
LISTEN IN -TIME TO STOP THIS
5
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HONOR TO EDITOR

a

I
ask
that
the
YOU reprint
“EDITORIAL--PERSONAL” which I
will give to you, from the journal
called “SPOTLIGHT” for it says it in
wondrous, brave, blunt and forceful
words--exactly how it is and allows
you to know exactly on which platform
stands truth. I applaud this man, that
paper and the service given unto you
as a people. Once upon a time you
had a paper which stood for truth and
then, as now, the publishers stood
against assault after assault--it was
called the
Ones work
again in the shadow of death at the
hands of the irate and misinformed but
you of America are fortunate beyond
measure for there are still those brave
patriots who are true to America and
that for which she STOOD--and would
still
”
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ago.

a
a
I will let the quoted word speak for itself, please:

END QUOTE
Enough? I have ample documentation
from your own placement to go on ad
nauseam! But one more little one-where it might just get your attention.
Your sons and daughters dying don’t
seem
touch you
what about your

THIS IS ANOTHER
21
(WE WILL REPRINT IT HEREIN).

$13

Thoughtful American taxpayers
and citizens should look beyond the
initial euphoric caused by the mass
slaughter in Iraq (more than 100,000
civilian casualties in Bagdad as of January 20) and consider the future, even
if such an exercise may diminish their
enthusiasm for all the gore.

$3
a

BUSH’S WAR IS WORSE
VIETNAM BECAUSE WE HAVE
IT’S ANALREADY LOST IT.
OTHER NO-WIN WAR.

a
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The great pundits and intellectuals
.
Vol.
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who are bringing this “extravaganda”
(extravaganza/propaganda)
into our
homes via the magic of TV never tire
of assuring us that “This will not be
another Vietnam,” and “We are fighting to win this time. ”
The two statements are not necessarily compatible. The master strategists who brought us the bitter cup of
defeat in Vietnam fought a no-win
war, meaning that they tried to lose.
(Incidentally, during the Vietnam
War they all lied, denying that they
were deliberately fighting to lose.
Now they admit it. So you now believe that they’re telling you the truth
about this war?)

con of hope. Our destruction of Baghdad and the Israeli pulverixing of
Tikrit cannot be approved by any decent person.
* Terrorism inside America is
to be expected indefinitely, and thanks
to the lunatics who have made our national borders as porous as a sieve, terrorism could get serious.
* The Bill of Rights is certain to
be set aside if terrorism becomes a
problem. If the war continues, critics
are likely to be thrown into concentration camps with real or imagined terrorists.

Why is this war a loser? Why
can’t we win it? Here are some of the
IWSOllS:

* Even if we win the battles
quickly and conquer Iraq, the cost of
providing minimum sustenance for the
subjugated civilians and trying to repair enough of the devastated country
to get the country functioning again
will be astronomical.
* Even if we win the battles and
kill Saddam’s troops by the hundreds
of thousands, our troops will have to
remain in the area indefinitely.
Perpetual guerrilla warfare against our
troops and continuing casualties are to
be expected. The annual cost in lives
and dollars cannot be estimated.
The war will-and already isturning all of the Moslem and Third
World people around the world against
us. It is a total public relations disaster for America--once the world’s bea-

* The war channels attention
toward itself, and away from the really
important things that are happening in
America and the rest of the world. It
thus paralyzes attempts to cure our
own ills as we insanely try to cure the
ills of others.
* The fact is, there is absolutely
nothing of any value whatsoever that
the American people can derive from
this war. This is not to say that no one
will profit from it. Many will, but not
the people who are supposed to be
running this onetime Republic.
* Most importantly, this is a
no-win war because there is no legitimate war aim--a war aim visualizing an attainable goal in the interest
of the United States that will justify
the cost. The reasons that Bush has
given for this war are pathetic but the
best he can come up with. Because
there is no legitimate war aim, we lost
the war the instant it started.

Contrary to Vietnam, the present
war will not be fought to lose.
It will be fought to win. But because it is impossible to win this war,
we will inevitably lose it. Thus, THIS
IS ANOTHER NO-WIN WAR and
our defeat will be far, far greater than
that in Vietnam.

* The absolute minimum cost of
this war will be a trillion dollars and
the cost will drag on for years and
years. The American economy, in its
weak condition (created mainly by the
free-trade theorists who are directing the war) cannot support this
loss on top of everything else. The
cost of the war will complete the devastation of the economy.

law-abiding public-

* If
the war escalates to
a ground war and American casualties
mount, social upheaval is to be expected, especially among minorities.

* The real purposes of the war
are to destroy an enemy of Israel, to
perpetuate the Trilateral monopoly on
Mideast oil, to further move America
toward a world government (Bush’s
“New World Order”), and to distract
attention from the corruption of the
crooks in the federal government.
These will be the winners of the war;
everybody else, except the Arabian and
Kuwaiti oiligarchs, will be the losers.
So not everyone will lose the war.

* War always destabilizes the
social order, and is felt in a million
ways. The effects of the Vietnam misadventure created tremendous changes
in the way America thinks, acts and
looks, and none were to the good. Respect for America and the Amerim..
system will further erode, expecially
among youth, which will identify the
criminal brutality of this “kinder and
gentler” war as the American system.
* War upsets all business plans,
projections and calculations.
It will
bankrupt millions and make fortunes
for the dregs of society, the sleazy
crooks, con men and profiteers who always surface during war.
* War always increases the size
and power of the government. Expect
more socialism, more bureaucracy,
more corruption, more government
interference, more restrictions on the
i

Only the people who have to fight
and pay for it.
That’s why-THIS
NO-WIN WAR.

IS ANOTHER

And so, there you have truth from the
mouths of neighborly mortals. Amer&,-yea,
WORLD, if ye cannot see
that which IS, plead for mercy for ye
shall receive that which ye sow-even
if it be sown irk ignorance for the harvest shall always be in “kind”. These
ones emuhaticallv
“America
First! ” -Nay, &y, nay--friends; _I

prophesied

....
For that which has bee;
for lo, the eons--are at

hand--in this very generation upon
your placement! Ye had best be looking most carefully unto that which ye
petition from God for thine “so-called”
enemy is NOT your enemy and ye are
asking for prevailing of evil which
does not mix in Godly sanction just as
oil and blood do not mix but forever
remain in separation one from the
other. Ponder it!
*****

REVELATION: 5:5--:
But one of the twenty-four Elders
said to me, “Stop crying, for look! The
Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of
David, has conquered, and proved
himself worthy to open the scroll and
to break its seven seals. ”
I looked and saw a Lamb standing
there before the twenty-four Elders, in front of the throne and the
Living Beings, and on the Lamb
were wounds that once had caused
his death. He had seven horns and
seven eyes which represent the
seven-fold Spirit of God, sent out
into every part of the world. He
stepped forward and took the
scroll from the right hand of the
one sitting upon the throne. And
as he took the scroll, the twentyfour Elders fell down before the
Lamb, each with a harp and
golden vials filled with incense-the prayers of God’s people!
Dear
Lamb is at hand and the
breaking of the seventh seal is upon
you. It
do other than
tell you of truth for the apocalypse has
begun and you seem to see it not.
May the hand of the one upon the
throne, God of Creation, please bear a
“kinder and gentler” confrontation for
ye who bring destruction unto His
other wondrous Creations than I would
suspect in the garnering of justice at
time of judgment.
Where are you,
citizen of the Earth? The time is at
hand for the deciding! Salu.
Gyeorgos
UFF-IGFC

Ceres
Hatonn,
Good day.

Cmdr.

BY Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
This is

24th book in
series that has been published
in the last eighteen months. They include detailed topics from all walks of
life, including current information on
the Middle East War as of January 28,
1991.

These books, which are entered into a
computer by “Dharma”, ARE THE
WORDS OF TRUTH WHICH GOD
PROMISED HE WOULD SEND
FORTH AT THE ENDTIMES TO
GIVE MAN ONE LAST CHANCE
TO CHOOSE TRUTH OVER THE
LIE.
Hatonn gives us an excellent background coverage of why the world
on the downward path to ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT, the “NEW
WORLD ORDER” that President Bush
mentions many times and how the present Middle East War is the beginning
of the Battle of Armageddon, the
greatest battle to ever be fought on this
planet. This is the battle that has been
predicted for several thousand years
and
He gives us dedils of what hardships
even the Americans must be prepared
for (INCLUDING INVASION, DESTRUCTION OF OUR TROOPS,
STARVATION, TERRORISTS AND
EVEN CONCENTRATION CAMPS
HERE IN THE UNITED STATES) if
we do not DEMAND that our Constitution be restored and start living under the LAWS OF GOD VERY
SOON
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The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXCEPTING EX-PRESS) 10% discount on orders of 4 or more. California residents add 6.75% sales tax.
Add shipping, UPS $3.25 and $1.00
each additional or U.S. Mail $2.50 for
first title and $1.00 each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or your
Local Distributor.
is $20 per 13 issues (including
back issues for the period)
$75
52 issues.
Send orders and Payments tp: America West Distributors, P.O. Box 986
Tehachapi, CA. 93581.

George green will speak at 4 PM on
Friday Febmary the 15 at the Los Angeles Whole Life Expo to be held at
the Pasadena convention Center Feb.
15-18, 1991.

For credit card orders Telephone 1 800
729-4131
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For additional information call l-800
776-7007 extension BMS.
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